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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

     Most Chinese generativists agree that the finite vs. non-finite distinction does 

exist in Chinese (Huang 1998 [1982], 1984, 1987, 1989; Li 1985, 1990; C.-C. Tang 

1990; Her 1990; T.-C. Tang 2000; Ernst 1994; Gasde and Paul 1996; Ting 1998; Liu 

1999). They believe that, unlike most languages, Chinese adopts another mode to 

manifest this very distinction, such as constraints on certain syntactic structures and 

operations. Nevertheless, still some linguists are against this assumption, and the 

most famous work concerning this issue is written by Hu, Pan and Xu (2001).  

In what follows, we will review three relevant studies regarding the finite vs. 

non-finite distinction in Chinese, which were conducted by Huang (1982), Li (1990) 

and Tang (1990), respectively, as well as the well-known one conducted by Hu et al. 

(2001). 

2.1 Huang (1982) 

     Huang (1982) argues that the finite vs. non-finite distinction indeed exists in 

Chinese even though there is no morphological marking, and that this distinction can 

be detected through other ways. He further claims that in Chinese the feature of 

finiteness is encoded in AUX, and that modals and aspectual markers are potential 

candidates falling under this category. That elements falling under Aux cannot 
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appear in non-finite clauses is one of the criteria Huang proposes toward this finite 

vs. non-finite distinction. Examples from Huang (1982) are illustrated in (7)-(8): 

(7) (Huang 1982: 351) 
*我   準備      [PRO  明天       會   來]。 
wo3  zhun3bei4        ming2tian1  hui4  lai2 

 I    prepare    PRO tomorrow   will  come 
‘I expect to come tomorrow.’ 
 

(8) *我   勸    張三       [PRO  沒   有    買    這本     書]。 
wo3  quan4  Zhang1san1        mei2  you3  mai3  zhe4ben3  shu1 
 I    persuade          PRO  not   ASP  buy   this      book3 
‘*I persuaded Zhangsan not to have bought the book.’ 

The modal hui4 ‘will’ in (7) and the perfective aspectual marker you3 in (8) render 

these sentences ungrammatical because verbs like zhun3bei4 ‘prepare’ and quan4 

‘persuade’ subcategorize for non-finite clauses where no elements belonging to 

AUX can be present.  

     In addition, one of the most salient features possessed by non-finite clauses is 

the null subject often realized as PRO. The presence of PROs is constrained by both 

the EPP, which requires that every sentence must have a subject, and by the Case 

Filter, which requires that every overt NP must be assigned case. Due to the 

non-finiteness of the INFL, the ability of assigning Nominative case is deprived. 
                                                 
3 The following abbreviations are used in the thesis: 
  ASP = aspectual marker 
  BA = ba3 marker 
  BEI = bei4 marker 
  CL = classifier 
  DE = modifier-introducing de 
  EMP = emphatic particle 
  PER = perfective marker 
  SHI = emphatic shi4 
  SFM = sentence-final marker 
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Therefore, the subject position of a non-finite clause can only be filled by a covert 

NP realized as PRO, which can only present in an ungoverned, caseless but 

theta-marked position. Examples from Huang are illustrated in (9)-(12):  

(9) (Huang 1982: 351) 
   *我   準備    [我   明天      來]。 
    wo3  zhun3bei4 wo3  ming2tian1 lai2 
    I    prepare    I  tomorrow  come 
    ’*I am prepared I to come tomorrow.’ 
 
(10) *我   勸      張三       [他  不   買    這本      書]。 

 wo3  quan4  Zhang1san1  ta1  bu4  mai3  zhe4ben3  shu1 
 I     persuade           he   not   buy   this      book 

    ’*I persuade Zhangsan he not to buy this book.’ 
 
(11) (Huang 1989: 190) 
    *李四  設法    [他  來]。 
     Li3si4  she4fa3   ta1  lai2 
     Lisi   try       he  come 
 
(12) *我   逼  李四 [他 來]。 
      wo3  bi1  Li3si4 ta1 lai2 
      I    force     he  come 

Sentences (9)-(12) are all ruled out owing to the presence of the caseless overt 

subjects in embedded non-finite clauses.  

     With respect to the constraints on syntactic structures and operations, Huang 

(1999:15) contends that in Chinese passives, which bear the feature of unbounded 

dependency, the structure from which the passivized object being extracted must be 

a non-finite and non-propositional one. Examples from Huang (1999) are illustrated 

below: 
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(13) (Huang 1999: 15) 
      張三      被  李四  派  警察     抓走      了。 
      Zhang1san1 bei4 Li3si4 pai4 jing3cha2 zhua1-zuo3 le 
      Zhangsan   BEI Lisi   end  police   arrest     PER 
      ‘Zhangsan was “sent-police-to-arrest” by Lisi.’ 
 
(14) *張三      被  李四  說   警察     抓走      了。 
      Zhang1san1 bei4 Li3si4 shuo1 jing3cha2 zhua1-zuo3 le 
      Zhangsan   BEI Lisi   say  police   arrest      PER 
       
(15) 那封    信   被  我  叫   李四  請   王五     託    他 妹妹       

 na4feng1 xin4  bei4 wo3 jiao4 Li3si4 qing3 Wang2wu3 tuo1   ta1 mei4mei 
 that     letter BEI  I    tell  Lisi    ask   Wangwu  request his sister 
 寄走   了。 
 ji4-zou3  le 
  send    PER 
 ‘That letter was “told-LS-to-ask-WW--get-his-sister-to-send” by me.’ 
 
(16) *那封    信   被  我  以為   李四  說   王五      託    他  

 na4feng1 xin4  bei4 wo3 yi3wei2 Li3si4 shuo1 Wang2wu3 tuo1   ta1  
 that     letter BEI  I    think   Lisi  say  Wangwu request his  
 妹妹    寄走   了。 

 mei4mei ji4-zou3 le 
  sister   send    PER 

The grammaticality of these sentences hinges upon the structures from which the 

passivized NPs are extracted. Before the long-distance passivization, Zhang1san1 

‘Zhangsan’ and na4feng1 xin4 ‘that letter’ in (13) and (15) are situated in the 

non-finite clauses subcategorized by pai4 ‘send’ and jiao4 ‘tell’, respectively, while 

those in (14) and (16) being situated in the embedded finite clauses renders these 

two sentences ungrammatical.  
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2.2 Li (1990) 

     Li (1990) agrees with Huang that the finite vs. non-finite distinction does exist 

in Chinese, and that the subject position of a non-finite clause must be a PRO. 

Moreover, she further contends that finite clauses, not non-finite ones, will form 

barriers to certain syntactic operations.  

First of all, she revises Huang’s claim that modals and aspectual markers 

falling under Aux do not occur in non-finite clauses; rather, only modals that are 

future tense markers, such as hui4 ‘will, can’ and yao4 ‘will, want’ (Tsang, 1981), do 

not occur in non-finite clauses. Examples from Li (1990) are illustrated in (17)-(18): 

(17) (Li 1990: 22) 
*我   勸/逼         他  [會  來]。 
 wo3  quan4/bi1      ta1  hui4 lai2 
 I     persuade/force  he  will come 

 
(18)  我  告訴    他  [火車    會  開]。 

wo3 gao4su4  ta1  huo3che1 hui4 kai1 
I    tell      him  train     will leave 

quan4 ‘persuade’ and bi1 ‘force’ are verbs subcategorizing for non-finite clauses, so 

hui4 ‘will, can’ in the embedded clause of (17) will render this sentence 

ungrammatical. However, verbs like gao4su4 ‘tell’ subcategorizing for finite clauses 

allow the presence of modals like hui4 ‘will, can’ and yao4 ‘will, want’, which both 

denote events in the future.  
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     With regard to syntactic barriers, she claims that the temporal adverbial phrase 

cong2qian2 ‘before’ must co-occur with the aspectual marker guo4 indicating 

‘experience, having done something in the past’ in the same clause. Only finite 

clauses, not non-finite ones, form barriers to certain syntactic operations, as 

illustrated below: 

(19) (Li 1990: 18-19) 
     我   從前      告訴    過  他 [你  來   這兒]。 

wo3  cong2qian2 gao4su4  guo4 ta1 ni3  lai2 zher4 
I    before     tell     ASP  he  you  come here 
‘I told him before that you come here.’ 
 

(20)  *我  從前      告訴   他 [你  來   過   這兒]。 
 wo3 cong2qian2 gao4su4 ta1 ni3  lai2 guo4 zher4 
 I    before     tell     he  you come ASP  here 

 
(21)  我  從前      請    他 [吃  過   飯]。 

wo3 cong2qian2 qing3  ta1 chi1 guo4  fan4 
I    before     invite him eat  ASP  meal 
‘I invited him to eat before.’ 

Example (19) can be viewed as the typical example of the criterion mentioned above, 

and the judgment of the grammaticality toward (19) and (20) hinges on the property 

of the embedded clauses. Following Li’s verb classification (1985, 1990), 

gao4su4 ’tell’ belongs to the tell-type verbs subcategorizing for a finite clause, 

which forms a barrier blocking the connection between the temporal adverbial 

phrase cong2qian2 ‘before’ and the aspectual marker guo4, while qing3 ‘invite’ is 

one of the persuade-type verbs, subcategorizing for a non-finite clause, which does 
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not block this syntactic operation.4 Consequently, although the aspectual marker 

guo4, separated from the temporal adverbial phrase cong2qian2 ‘before’, positions 

in the embedded clause in (21), it is still a grammatical one, conforming to the 

same-clause condition.  

     The other syntactic barrier she puts forth regards the licensing of negative 

polarity items. This criterion states that a negation marker can license a negative 

polarity item only when they are in the same clause. In the same way, finite clauses, 

not non-finite ones, block the licensing process. Examples from Li (1990) are 

exhibited in (22)-(23): 

(22) (Li 1990: 21) 
*我  沒有     告訴   過   他 [你 做   任何    事情]。 
 wo3 mei2you3  gao4su4 guo4  ta1  ni3 zuo4 ren4he2  shi4qing2 
 I   not-have   tell     ASP  him you do   any      thing 
 ‘I have not told him you did anything.’ 

 
(23) 我  沒有      勸      過    他   [ 去  做    任何    事情]。 
     wo3 mei2you3  quan4   guo4  ta1  qu4  zuo4 ren4he2  shi4qing2 
     I   not-have   persuade ASP  him   go   do   any     thing 
     ‘I have not persuaded him to do anything.’ 

The negation marker mei2you3 ‘not-have’ will license the negative polarity item 

ren4he2 ‘any’ in (23) but not in (22), which also conforms to the same-clause 

condition.  
                                                 
4 According to Li’s classification, verbs can roughly be classified into two groups: tell-type verbs and 

persuade-type verbs.  
The persuade-type verbs include she4fa3 ‘try’, zhun3bei4 ‘prepare’, da3suan4 ‘plan’, xiang3 
‘wish’, qi4tu2 ‘intend’, gan3yu2 ‘dare’, quan4 ‘persuade’, bi1 ‘force’, po4shi3 ‘force’, yao1qiu2 
‘request’, ming4ling4 ‘order’, qing3 ‘invite/request’, shi3 ‘cause’, pai4 ‘send’ and jiao4 ‘order’.  
The tell-type verbs include shuo1 ‘say’, gao4su4 ‘tell’, ren4wei2 ‘think’, xiang1xin4 ‘believe’, 
yi3wei2 ‘think’.  
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2.3 Tang (1990) 

     Tang (1990) proposes eight criteria with respect to the distinction between 

finiteness and non-finiteness in Chinese. The first three are similar to those of Huang 

(1982); that is, overt lexical subjects, modal auxiliaries and aspectual markers do not 

appear in non-finite clauses. The fourth one concerns the interpretation of 

WH-words. WH-words can only receive the direct question interpretations in 

non-finite clauses, while those in finite clauses can receive either direct or indirect 

interpretations. Examples from Tang (1990) are shown in (24)-(27): 

(24) (Tang 1990: 331) 
    他  知道    [誰   沒   來]。 
     ta1  zhi1dao4  shei2 mei2 lai2 
     he  know     who  not  come 
     ‘He knew who did not come.’ 
 
(25) 你 以為   [他 買   了  什麼]？ 

 ni3 yi3wei2  ta1 mai3-le  she2mo 
 you think    he  buy  PER what 
 ‘What did you think he bought?’ 

 
(26) 你 打算    [e 買   什麼]？ 
     ni3 da3suan4  mai3 she2mo 
    you plan    e  buy  what 
     ‘What do you plan to buy?’ 
 
(27) 他 逼   你 [e 唸   什麼]？ 

 ta1 bi1   ni3 nian4 she2mo 
 he  force  you e study what 
 ‘What did he force you to study?’ 
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In (24)-(25), the embedded finite clauses subcategorized by zhi1dao4 ‘know’ and 

yi3wei2 ‘think’ can contain WH-words interpreted either as indirect or direct 

questions, only direct question interpretations; however, can WH-words bear in 

non-finite clauses, as illustrated in (26)-(27).  

     Fifth, V-not-V questions are legitimate in finite clauses but forbidden in 

non-finite ones. Examples from Tang (1990) are shown in (28)-(29): 

(28) (Tang 1990: 331) 
    你  覺得  [他 會  不  會  去]？ 
     ni3  jue2de ta1 hui4-bu2-hui4 qu4 
     you think   he will not will go 
     ‘Do you think he will come, or do you think he will not come?’ 
 
(29) *你  設法   [e 去  不  去]？ 

 ni3  she4fa3  qu4-bu2-qu4 
you  try     e go  not  go 

     Sixth, cleft sentences are allowed in finite clauses but prohibited in non-finite 

ones, as shown in (30)-(31): 

(30) (Tang 1990: 332) 
    我  說   [他 是  今天    可以   來]。 
     wo3 shuo1 ta1 shi4 jin1tian1  ke3yi3 lai2 
    I    say   he  SHI today   can   come 
    ‘It is today that I said that he can come.’ 
 
(31) *他 逼  我  [e 是  買   房子]。 

 ta1 bi1  wo3 shi4 mai3 fang2zi 
 he  force I   e SHI buy  house 
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     Seventh, almost all WH-words can figure in finite clauses, such as why, how, 

where, when, who and what, but only those of how, where, when and what are 

permitted in non-finite clauses. Some examples from Tang (1990) are shown below: 

(32) Tang (1990: 332-333) 
我  知道    [為什麼     他 不  能    來]。 

     wo3 zhi1dao4 wei4she2mo ta1 bu4 neng2 lai2 
     I   know    why       he not can   come 
     ‘I know why he cannot come.’ 
 
(33) *你  打算    [為什麼     e 去]？ 

ni3  da3suan4 wei4she2mo qu4 
you  plan     why       e go 

 
(34) 我  知道   [誰   不  去]。 

 wo3 zhi1dao4 shui2 bu2 qu4 
 I   know   who  not go 
 ‘I know who does not go.’ 

 
(35) *你   設法  [誰   去]？ 

ni3   she4fa3 shei2 qu4 
you   try    who go 

     The last criterion has to do with the local topicalization. While long-distance 

topicalizations are legitimate in both finite and non-finite clauses, local 

topicalizations are allowed only in finite clauses, as illustrated in (36)-(39): 

(36) (Tang 1990: 333-334) 
    他 知道   [ 那 ㄧ  本   書， 你  沒  買]。 
    ta1 zhi1dao4 na4 yi4-ben3 shu1  ni3  mei2 mai3 
     he know    that one-CL  book  you not  buy 
    ‘He knew that, that book, you did not buy.’ 
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(37) *他 打算    [那  ㄧ 本   書， e 買]。 
    ta1 da3suan4 na4 yi4-ben3 shu1  e mai3 
     he plan     that one-CL  book  e buy 
    
(38) 那  ㄧ  本  書， 他 知道   [你  沒   買]。 
     na4 yi4-ben3 shu1 ta1 zhi1dao4 ni3  mei2  mai3 
     that one-CL  book  he know  you not   buy 
     ‘That book, he knew that you did not buy.’ 
 
(39) 那 ㄧ 本   書， 他 打算    [e 買]。 
     na4 yi4-ben3  shu1 ta1 da3suan4 e mai3 
     that one-CL  book  he plan  e buy 
     ‘That book, he plans to buy.’ 

The noun phrase na4 yi4-ben3 shu1 ‘that book’ involves the long-distance 

topicalization in both a finite and a non-finite clause, as exhibited in (38) and (39), 

respectively, while that involving the local topicalization is only permitted in a finite 

clause, as figured in (36).  

2.4 Hu et al. (2001) 

     Hu et al. (2001) argue that such a finite vs. non-finite distinction does not 

exist in Chinese, at least from the perspective of the traditional grammar, which 

heavily relies on the verbal morphology. They further corroborate their claim by 

referring to the tensedness parameter (Stassen, 1997), which is the basis of 

identifying tensed languages from nontensed ones. Stassen states the definition of 

the tensedness parameter as follows: 
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     The definition of the tensedness parameter   (Stassen, 1997: 350-351) 

a. If a language has a grammatical category of tense, which 

(i) is morphologically bound on verbs, and 

(ii) minimally involves a distinction between past and nonpast time 

reference, then that language is tensed. 

b. In all other cases, a language is nontensed. 

     Owing to the typological support and the lack of positive evidence toward the 

finite vs. non-finite distinction in Chinese, Hu et al. assert firmly that non-finite 

clauses do not exist in Chinese, also refuting the standpoint that in Chinese this 

distinction can be observed either from certain syntactic categories or from 

constraints on certain syntactic operations by giving corresponding 

counter-examples.  

What follows are four main criteria regarding the finite vs. non-finite 

distinction in Chinese proposed in the literature and their corresponding 

counter-examples. 

2.4.1 Aspectual Markers and Modals 

     Huang (1982) makes explicit an assumption that if there is occurrence of AUX 

in one clause, that clause must be a finite one. In other words, aspectual markers and 

modals, which are viewed as candidates of AUX, can not occur in non-finite clauses. 

However, Xu (1985-1986, 1994), also in Hu et al. (2001), does not take this 
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viewpoint. He criticizes the examples Huang presents, arguing that it is simply a 

matter of semantic incompatibility. Examples (9)-(10) are repeated as (40)-(41).  

(40)  *我   準備      [PRO  明天       會   來]。 
 wo3  zhun3bei4        ming2tian1  hui4  lai2 

 I    prepare     PRO tomorrow   will  come 
 

(41)  *我  勸    張三       [PRO  沒   有   買    這本     書]。 
 wo3 quan4  Zhang1san1        mei2  you3  mai3  zhe4ben3  shu1 

 I    persuade          PRO  not   ASP  buy   this      book 
 ‘*I persuaded Zhangsan not to have bought the book.’  

In (40), the verb zhun3bei4 ‘prepare’ denotes a planned event that one is going to do, 

while the modal hui4 ‘will’ denotes an uncertain event that will happen in the future. 

The meanings of these two targeted elements intrinsically conflict with each other, 

resulting in the ungrammaticality; likewise, one cannot persuade someone not to 

have done something in the past, as illustrated in (41). 

     In addition, there are some counter-examples that contradict Huang’s 

prediction. Examples from Li (1985) cited in Hu et al. (2001) are illustrated in 

(42)-(43): 

(42) 我  準備     明天      要    參加   一個 會。 
   wo3 zhun3bei4  ming2tian1 yao4 can1jia1 yi1ge hui4 
    I   plan    tomorrow  will  attend   a    meeting 
    ‘I plan to attend a meeting tomorrow.’ 
 
(43) 我  勸      他 吃  了  這   碗   飯。 
     wo3 quan4   ta1 chi1 le  zhe4  wan3 fan4 
     I    persuade he  eat  ASP this  bowl rice 
     ‘I persuade him to finish eating this bowl of rice.’ 
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As illustrated from the data, not all modals and aspectual markers are 

prohibited in non-finite clauses (Li 1985, Xu 1985-1986, 1994, Hu et al. 2001). 

Thereby, Li (1990) yields to arguing that some certain elements belonging to the 

category AUX must not appear in non-finite clauses, two of which are hui4 ‘will, 

can’ and yao4 ‘will, want’, which are considered future tense markers in Chinese 

(Tsang, 1981). Examples (17)-(18) cited in Hu et al. (2001) are repeated as (44) and 

(45) below: 

(44) (Li 1990: 22) 
*我   勸/逼          他 會  來。 
 wo3  quan4/bi1      ta1 hui4 lai2 
 I     persuade/force  he will come 

 
(45) 我  告訴    他   火車    會  開。 

 wo3 gao4su4  ta1  huo3che1 hui4 kai1 
I   tell      him  train     will leave 

Following Xu’s viewpoint, the ungrammaticality of (44) also results from the notion 

of semantic incompatibility. Verbs like quan4 ‘persuade’ and bi1 ‘force’ both involve 

one’s volition which clashes with the objective sense denoted by the modal hui4 

‘will’. If the modal hui4 ‘will’ in (44) is replaced by the modal yao4 ‘will’, which 

involves the will of someone, this sentence turns out to be a grammatical one.  

Resting upon the tensedness parameter, Hu et al. (2001) claim that Chinese is 

a non-tensed language. Although Li (1990) and Tsang (1981) both contend that hui4 

‘will, can’ and yao4 ‘will, want’ are the future tense markers in Chinese, when the 
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tensedness parameter is taken into consideration, that assumption will be void due to 

the futile time reference.  

2.4.2 Structural Barriers: the Co-occurrence Relation, the Licensing of 
 Negative Polarity Items and the Unbounded Dependency 

     Li (1990) claims that structural barriers are the badges of finite clauses which 

block certain syntactic operations. In her argumentation, the time adverbial 

cong2qian2 ‘before’ must co-occur with the aspectual marker guo4 in the same 

clause. Examples (20)-(21) cited in Hu et al. (2001) are repeated as (46)-(47) below: 

(46) (Li 1990: 19) 
 *我  從前      告訴   他 [你   來  過   這兒]。 
 wo3 cong2qian2 gao4su4 ta1  ni3   lai2  guo4 zher4 

I   before     tell     he  you  come ASP  here 
 
(47) 我   從前      請    他 [吃  過   飯]。 
 wo3 cong2qian2 qing3  ta1 chi1 guo4  fan4 
 I    before     invite him eat  ASP  meal 
 ‘I invited him to eat before.’ 

According to Li’s exposition, the aspectual marker guo4 situated in the embedded 

clause in (47) involves aspect-lowering rule, the base position of which is the one 

following the matrix verb qing3 ‘invite’ immediately. Then, the aspectual marker 

guo4 moves from the matrix clause to the embedded clause thanks to the ineffective 

boundary formed by the non-finite clause.  

     Xu (1985-1986, 1994), also in Hu et al. (2001), argues, however, that it makes 

a difference when one aspectual marker suffixes to different verbs. Even an 
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aspectual marker can occur twice in the same sentence. Compare the sentences 

brought out by Xu below: 

(48) 我  請   他 [吃  過  飯]。 
     wo3 qing3 ta1 chi1 guo4 fan4 
     I   invite him eat ASP meal 
     ‘I invited him to eat.’ 
 
(49) 我  請   過   他 [吃  飯]。 
    wo3 qing3 guo4 ta1  chi1 fan4 
     I   invite ASP  him eat meal 
    ‘I have invited him to eat.’ 
 
(50) 我  請   過    他  吃  過   飯。 
     wo3 qing3 guo4 ta1  chi1 guo4 fan4 
    I   invite ASP  him eat  ASP meal 
    ‘I have invited him to eat.’ 

What (49) really entails is the experience of inviting not eating. Moreover, (49) but 

not (48) can be followed by a clause like ke3shi4 ta1 mei2 lai2 ‘but he did not 

come.’  

Y. Huang (1994) further proposes that it is also possible for both matrix and 

embedded clauses to take aspectual markers, as shown in (50).  

     Moreover, many examples violating the same-clause condition, colliding with 

Li’s prediction of structural barriers can be found in the corpus. Consider the 

following examples cited in Hu et al. (2001): 
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(51) 我們    從前      都  認為   [張三       幹   過  許多    壞    
 wo3men cong2qian2 dou1 ren4wei2 Zhang1san1 gan4 guo4 xu3duo1 huai4 
 we     before     all  think               do  ASP  many   bad 
 事]。 

     shi4 
     thing 
    ‘We used to think before that Zhangsan had done many bad things.’ 
 
(52) 他們   從前      都   說   [張三      坐  過   牢]。 
     ta1men cong2qian2 dou1 shuo1 Zhang1san1 zuo4 guo4 lao2 
     they   before     all   say             be  ASP prison 
     ‘They all said before that Zhangsan had been jailed.’ 
 
(53) 我  從前       一直   以為  [自己 是  熱愛  學習   的]。 
     wo3 cong2qian2 yi4zhi2 yi3wei2 zi4ji3 shi4 re4ai4 xue2xi2 de 
     I    before     always think   self  is   love  study   SFM 
    ‘I used to think before that I am a person who loves study.’ 

The second syntactic operation put forth by Li regarding structural barriers is 

the licensing of negative polarity items. Due to the barriers formed by finite clauses, 

the same-clause condition is violated in (54), rendering it ungrammatical. Examples 

(22)-(23) cited in Hu et al. (2001) are repeated as (54)-(55): 

(54) (Li 1990: 21) 
*我  沒有     告訴   過   他 [你 做   任何    事情]。 
 wo3 mei2you3  gao4su4 guo4  ta1  ni3 zuo4 ren4he2  shi4qing2 
 I   not-have   tell     ASP  him you do   any      thing 
 ‘I have not told him you did anything.’ 
 

(55) 我  沒有      勸      過    他   [ 去  做    任何    事情]。 
     wo3 mei2you3  quan4   guo4  ta1  qu4  zuo4 ren4he2  shi4qing2 
     I   not-have   persuade ASP  him   go   do   any      thing 
     ‘I have not persuaded him to do anything.’ 
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Hu et al., however, do not agree with Li’s rationale, attributing the ungrammaticality 

of (54) to other factors. In the meantime, they also find some sentences violating the 

same-clause condition but still grammatical, as exhibited in (56)-(57): 

(56) 我  沒有     聽說     [張三      喜歡-上        任何   姑娘]。 
     wo3 mei2you3 ting1shuo1 Zhang1san1 xi3huan1-shang4 ren4he2 gu1niang2 
     I   not-have  hear                 begin-to-like    any    girl 
    ‘I did not hear that Zhangsan had fallen in love with any girl.’ 
 
(57) 我  沒有     聽說     [張三       打  過   任何   人]。 
     wo3 mei2you3 ting1shuo1 Zhang1san1 da3  guo4  ren4he2 ren2 
     I    not-have  hear                 beat ASP  any    person 
    ‘I did not hear that Zhangsan had beaten anyone.’ 

     In the case of long-distance passivization, Hu et al. also repudiate Huang’s 

claim that only objects of embedded non-finite clauses can exhibit unbounded 

dependency. (58)-(60) are their counter-examples, which exhibit the objects’ 

incapability of undergoing long-distance passivization in non-finite clauses: 

(58) *李四  被  張三       打算    打。 
     Li3si4 bei4 Zhang1san1 da3suan4 da3   
     Lisi   BEI Zhangsan  plan     beat  
      
(59) *這  本  書   被  張三     準備    買。 
 zhe4 ben3 shu1 bei4 Zhang1san1 zhun3bei4 mai3 
      this  CL  book BEI Zhangsan   prepare   buy 
 
(60) *李四  被  張三       企圖   打   一下。 
      Li3si4 bei4 Zhang1san1 qi4tu2  da3  yi2xia4 
      Lisi   BEI Zhangsan  attempt beat once 

Hu et al. further argue that objects of embedded finite clauses can also 

undergo long-distance passivization. (61)-(64) are some of the examples they offer: 
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(61)  這些    犯人    被  法庭    宣佈     關押     15 年。 
     zhe4xie1 fan4ren2 bei4 fa3ting2  xuan1bu4 guan1ya1 15 nian2 
     these    criminals BEI court    announce prison   15 years 
      ‘It was announced by the court that these criminals were to be imprisoned for 

 15 years.’ 
 
(62)  這  條   原則     已經   多次      被  事實    證明             
      zhe4 tiao2 yuan2ze2 yi3jing1 duo1ci4   bei4 shi4shi2 zheng4ming2  
      this  CL  principle  already many-times BEI  facts    prove        
      任何   所謂    的  反例          都  難以   推翻。 
      ren4he2 suo3wei4 de  fan3li4        dou1 nan2yi3 tui1fan1 
      any    so-called DE  counterexample all  difficult refute 
      ‘It has been proved by many facts that this principle can hardly be refuted by 

any so-called counterexamples.’ 
 
(63)  這個  候選人       被  大家     一直        認為    幾乎  沒      
      zhe4ge hou4xuan3ren2 bei4 da4jia1   yi4zhi2      ren4wei2 ji1hu1 mei2  
      this    candidate     BEI everybody unanimously  think    almost no 

  人  會  選。 
  ren2 hui4 xuan4 
  one will elect 
  ‘This candidate is unanimously considered that almost nobody will elect him.’ 

 
(64)  張三      一直   被  認為    早   在  三   年   前    就     被 
     Zhang1san1 yi4zhi2 bei4 ren4wei2 zao3 zai4 san1 nian2 qian2 jiu4    bei4  
      Zhangsan  always BEI think    early at  three year  before already BEI 
 警察     抓走     了。 
 jing3cha2 zhua1-zou3 le 
     police    arrest     ASP 

     *‘Zhangsan was thought to be arrested by the police as early as three years  
ago.’ 

2.4.3 Obligatory Null Subjects 

Obligatory null subjects are the most salient properties of non-finite clauses, 

and this criterion is widely accepted by most linguists. The subject position of a 

non-finite clause must be a PRO, situated in an ungoverned, caseless but 
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theta-marked position. Examples (9)-(11) cited in Hu et al. (2001) are repeated as 

(65)-(67): 

(65) (Huang 1982: 351) 
     *我   準備     [我   明天      來]。 
      wo3  zhun3bei4 wo3  ming2tian1 lai2 
      I    prepare    I  tomorrow  come 
      ’*I am prepared I to come tomorrow.’ 
 
(66)  *我   勸    張三      [他  不   買    這本     書]。 

  wo3  quan4 Zhang1san1 ta1  bu4  mai3  zhe4ben3  shu1] 
I     persuade         he  not   buy   this      book 

      ’*I persuade Zhangsan he not to buy this book.’ 
 
(67) (Huang 1989: 190) 
     *李四  設法    [他  來]。 
      Li3si4  she4fa3  ta1  lai2 
      Lisi   try      he  come 

Nonetheless, Hu et al. have discovered that when certain adverbial phrase is 

inserted between the matrix and the embedded predicates, the obligatory null subject 

condition can be obviated. Examples below are from Hu et al. (2001): 

(68) 我  準備    [明天      下午     天   黑  以後   我  一  個 人  
     wo3 zhun3bei4 ming2tian1 xia4wu3  tian1 hei1 yi3hou4 wo3 yi2 ge  ren2  
     I    prepare   tomorrow  afternoon sky  dark after    I   one CL man  

 來]。 
lai2 
come 

     ‘I plan to come alone tomorrow afternoon after it gets dark.’ 
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(69) 我  勸    張三      [如果   沒  有   人    買   這  本   書，他  
 wo3 quan4 Zhang1san1 ru2guo3 mei2 you3 ren2 mai3 zhe4 ben3 shu1 ta1  
 I    persuade         if      no  have people  buy  this CL  book he  
 也 不  要   買]。 

     ye3 bu2  yao4 mai3 
     also not  will  buy 
    ‘I persuaded Zhangsan not to buy this book if no one bought it.’ 
 
(70) 我  逼 張三      [不管    發生     什麼    事   他 都   必須   
     wo3 bi1 Zhang1san1 bu4guan3 fa1sheng1 shen2me shi4  ta1 dou1 bi4xu1  
     I   force          no-matter happen   what   mater he all must   
    把  東西    找   回來]。 
    ba3 dong1xi1 zhao3 hui2lai2 
    BA thing    find  back 
    ‘I forced Zhangsan to find that thing no matter what happened.’ 
 
(71) 我  打算   [天   黑  以後  我們    一起   去]。 
     wo3 da3suan4 tian1 hei1 yi3hou4 wo3men yi4qi3  qu4 
     I   plan    sky  dark after   we    together go 
   ‘I plan that we go together after it gets dark.’ 

     They further attribute the ungrammaticality of (65)-(67) to the obviation 

principle, which states that an overt pronoun tends to be obviated from the closest 

prominent NP.  

2.4.4 Syntactic Structures Reserved for Finite Clauses and the Interpretation 
and the Distribution of WH-words 

     Tang (1990) advocates that some certain syntactic structures are reserved for 

finite clauses only, such as V-not-V questions, cleft sentences and local 

topicalizations. Hu et al. deem, however, that these criteria are unreliable due to the 

existence of corresponding counter-examples. (72) is the counter-example for the 
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V-not-V question. (73)-(74) are counter-examples for cleft sentences; (75)-(76) are 

those for local topicalizations.  

(72)  你們   打算    今晚    還   睡   不  睡   覺？ 
     ni3men da3suan4 jin1wan3 hai2  shui4-bu2-shui4 jiao4 
     you    plan     tonight   EMP sleep-not- sleep sleep 
    ‘Do you plan to sleep or not tonight?’ 
 
(73)  我  原      準備      是  和  你 一個 人   去。 
     wo3 yuan2   zhun3bei4 shi4  he2  ni3 yi2ge ren2  qu4 
     I   originally prepare   EMP with you one   person go 
     ‘I plan to go with you only.’ 
 

(74)  我  請   你  是   吃  午飯，  不  是  吃  晚飯。 
     wo3 qing3 ni3 shi4  chi1 wu3fan4 bu2 shi4 chi1 wan3fan4 
     I   invite you EMP eat  lunch   not EMP eat  dinner 
     ‘I invite you to lunch, not dinner.’ 
 

(75) 我  打算   [什麼   人  e 都   不  請]。 
     wo3 da3suan4 she2me ren2 e dou1 bu4 qing3 
      I   plan     any    men  all   not invite 
     ‘I plan to invite no one.’ 
 

(76)  我  準備    [今後        這  類  書   e 多   看  一點]。 
     wo3 zhun3bei4 jin1hou4    zhe4 lei4 shu1 e duo1 kan4 yi4dian3 
     I   prepare   from-now-on this CL book  more read some 
     ‘I plan to read more of this kind of book from now on.’ 

     As for the interpretation and the distribution of WH-words, Tang also defines 

the boundary between finiteness and non-finiteness, confining WH-words in 

non-finite clauses to direct interpretation only, and imposing restrictions on 

WH-words appearing in non-finite clauses. Hu et al., however, cannot gain the 
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indirect interpretation from example (25) given by Tang (1990). Example (25) is 

repeated as (77): 

(77) 你 以為   [他 買   了  什麼]？ 
 ni3 yi3wei2  ta1 mai3-le  she2mo 
 you think    he  buy  PER what 
 ‘What did you think he bought?’ 

     In addition, Hu et al. also find an example contradicting Tang’s prediction 

that only how, where, when and what can appear in non-finite clauses, as shown in 

(78): 

(78) 你們   準備    [誰   去]？ 
    ni3men zhun3bei4 shei2 qu4 
    you    prepare   who  go 

‘Who of you plan to go?’ 

     After reviewing the four established works regarding the finite vs. non-finite 

distinction in Chinese, we then take a position on this contentious issue; that is, the 

finite vs. non-finiteness distinction does exist in Chinese. Thus, in the following 

chapter, we will scrutinize the arguments Hu et al. put forth and make some remarks. 

As for the counter-examples given by Hu et al., we will elucidate them in both 

chapter 5 and chapter 6 lucidly.  
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